A multi-valued logic (MVL) circuit includes a MVL clock generator that generates a MVL clock signal having three or more MVL levels, a single MVL clock signal distribution network connected to the MVL clock generator, and three or more MVL selection circuits connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network where i=0 to N and N>=3. Each ith MVL selection circuit corresponds to a specified ith MVL level. The ith MVL selection circuit outputs an ith binary clock signal having: (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the ith MVL level and the ith data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the ith MVL level and the ith data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the ith binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the ith MVL level.
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1302  Generating a MVL clock signal having three or more MVL levels

1304  Transmitting the MVL clock signal to three or more MVL selection circuits using a single MVL clock signal distribution network

1306  Receiving the MVL clock signal at each MVL selection circuit wherein each MVL selection circuit corresponds to a specified MVL level selected from the three or more MVL levels

1308  For each MVL selection circuit, outputting a binary clock signal having (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified MVL level and a data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified MVL level and the data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the specified MVL level
SINGLE CLOCK DISTRIBUTION NETWORK FOR MULTI-PHASE CLOCK INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This patent application is a non-provisional patent application of U.S. provisional patent application 61/590,598 filed on Feb. 16, 2012, which is hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates generally to the field of digital circuitry and, more particularly, to a single clock distribution network for multi-phase clock integrated circuits.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Increasing the performance of Integrated Circuits (ICs) is of paramount concern to support advances in technology. Many techniques are employed for increasing performance, ranging from new and improved fabrication technology to advances in design techniques. One design approach is that of partitioning a globally clocked synchronous logic circuit into disjoint subcircuits referred to as "phases." Each phase then utilizes a private clock distribution network with a substantially reduced clock frequency. However, overall performance does not degrade since the multiple subcircuits may all operate concurrently. This approach, referred to here as "multi-phase clocking," is a form of pipelining since it incorporates temporal concurrency. Pipelining is a well-known digital design performance enhancement technique whereby concurrency is exploited in a temporal sense as opposed to physical duplication of functional units [16].

[0004] While multi-phase clocking has the advantage of retaining high-performance while relaxing timing constraints within each subcircuit phase domain, the significant disadvantage is that multiple clock distribution networks must be provided for each phase clock instead of a single global clock distribution network. Such clock distribution networks are a well-known source of power dissipation and overall area utilization.

[0005] The chief concept utilized is that of a Multiple-Valued Logic (MVL) global clock signal. MVL concepts have been devised and used by circuit designers [1, 2, 3, 5] and also developers of Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools for digital circuit simulation and synthesis. MVL circuitry is attractive for high-speed IC designs as reduction in chip area, increase in performance, and reduced power dissipation characteristics are major requirements for future ICs.

[0006] Clocking is an essential concept in the design of synchronous digital systems [10]. A synchronous system is comprised of storage elements and combinational logic that together make up a Finite State Machine (FSM) controller and a datapath. A typical clock signal has to be distributed to a large number of storage elements and hence it has the highest fan-out of any node in a typical digital design. As a result, a clock distribution system alone can consume up to 25-70% of the power budget of the IC chip [4, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Clocking in digital systems continues to gain importance since the clock frequency is increasing rapidly, approximately doubling every three years. The increase in clock uncertainties due to higher clock frequencies has made designing clock distributions in high-performance microprocessors and other ICs increasingly difficult. Hence distributed multi-phase clock systems can play a vital role in high-performance circuit designs where independent clock networks with lower frequency non-overlapping clock signals are physically distributed to disjoint subsets of clocked storage elements.

[0007] Many high-performance digital integrated circuits being produced today use multi-phase clock distribution systems [7, 8, 9]. The clock distribution networks used in multi-phase clock distribution systems require a significant amount of resources in terms of area since each clock phase requires an independent distribution network. Difficulties also arise in maintaining synchronization among the independent clock phases. Such high performance digital integrated circuits typically use multi-phase clock distribution systems with level-sensitive latches as clocked storage elements. A set of N periodic non-overlapping binary clock signals propagate over each of the clock phase distribution networks and drive disjoint subsets of level-sensitive latches providing enhanced throughput and performance. This performance enhancement can result in increased area characteristics since the individual distribution networks are required for each clock phase.

[0008] Other current approaches to overcoming challenges in clocking include the use of reference-based distribution architectures [22] involving multi-tap distribution lines. Another approach modifies the binary clock signal to have a swing of one-half Vdd in an attempt to decrease power consumption [23]. The half-swing approach has some similarity to the method described here in that overall clock signal voltage amplitudes are modified.

[0009] Level-sensitive transparent latches [6] as state-holding elements provide high-performance and low power consumption [13] as compared to flip-flops. Level-sensitive latches are attractive since they require fewer transistors to implement as compared to edge-sensitive storage devices. However, the transparent nature of latches increases the difficulty in meeting timing criteria as compared to the use of edge-sensitive circuits. Because timing constraints are considerably relaxed within each subcircuit of a multi-phased clocked logic design, latches are more easily used and are often the state-holding element of choice for these types of designs.

[0010] For example, FIG. 1 is a logic symbol for a level-sensitive latch or D-latch 100 in accordance with the prior art. A level-sensitive latch or D-latch 100 is a logic circuit which acts as a data storage element. A D-latch 100 has a data input signal (D), a gate/enable signal (EN), an output (Q) and an inverted output (Q'). The characteristic table for a binary D-latch 100 is shown Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENCLK</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Q'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q'</td>
<td>Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0011] A typical CMOS voltage-mode D-latch circuit 100 can be implemented in a fashion as shown in FIG. 2 [11]. The Data input signal (D) is input to a transmission gate 200 controlled by the enable signal (EN). The EN input serves as
the latch’s gate input and is connected to the output of the modified literal selection gate. The output of the transmission gate 200 is connected to a latch comprised of two inverters 202a and 202b where the topmost inverter 202b serves as a keeper logic circuit.

[0012] A typical high performance IC design 300 with multiple phase clock signal distribution networks 302, 302_a, and 302_b, in accordance with the prior art is depicted in FIG. 3. An on-chip Phase Locked Loop (PLL) 304 receives the binary external clock input 306 to generate a stable high frequency global clock signal that is then input to a multi-phase generation circuit 308. The phase generation circuit 308 then produces each of the N individual clock phase signals Φ_1, Φ_2, ..., Φ_N that are in turn distributed to disjoint sets of sub-circuits 310_a, 310_b, and 310_c, over corresponding Clock Distribution Tree (CDT) networks 312_a, 312_b, and 312_c.

[0013] The N multiple phase shifted clock signals are represented by Φ_1, Φ_2, ..., Φ_N. For example, a quaternary memory network will have four phase shifted clock signals, represented by Φ_0, Φ_1, Φ_2, and Φ_3. An example of the clock signal waveforms for the external global clock input 306 and the resulting four phase shifted clock signals Φ_0, Φ_1, Φ_2, and Φ_3 are shown in FIG. 4. The four multiple non-overlapping phase shifted clock signals, Φ_0, Φ_1, Φ_2, and Φ_3, propagate to disjoint sets of sub-circuits over corresponding Clock Distribution Tree (CDT) networks 312_a, 312_b, and 312_c. Each sub-circuit 310_a, 310_b, and 310_c is comprised of combinational logic along with sequential logic elements that are typically level-sensitive transparent latches.

[0014] As is apparent from the foregoing discussion, multi-phase clock distribution systems require a significant amount of resources in terms of area and power dissipation. Accordingly, there is a need for a single clock distribution network for a MVL clock signal.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0015] The present invention provides a single global clock distribution network for a Multiple-Valued Logic (MVL) clock signal in combination with new level-sensitive latches designed to be transparent for a specific portion of the global MVL clock signal. This approach allows for the use of conventional binary logic fabrication technology since the only MVL components required are the global clock generator and a modified literal selection gate that can be implemented as small analog circuits. A purely binary implementation approach is also described where the MVL clock signal is replaced by a binary encoded signal and the phase-sensitive latches are augmented by including a binary decoder function that allows for implementation of the method using commercially available FPGA devices or a standard cell library containing only binary logic cells.

[0016] More specifically, one embodiment of the present invention provides a multi-valued logic circuit having a multi-valued logic (MVL) clock generator, a single MVL clock signal distribution network connected to the MVL clock generator, a first MVL selection circuit having a first enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, one or more intermediate MVL selection circuits, each intermediate MVL selection circuit having an intermediate enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, and a Nth MVL selection circuit having a Nth enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network. The MVL clock generator generates a MVL clock signal having a first MVL level, one or more intermediate MVL levels and a Nth MVL level. The first MVL selection circuit also has a first data input and a first output. The first MVL selection circuit outputs a first binary clock signal via the first output having: (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the first MVL level and the first data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the first MVL level and the first data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the first binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the first MVL level. Each intermediate MVL selection circuit also has an intermediate data input and an intermediate output. Each intermediate MVL selection circuit corresponds to a specified intermediate MVL level selected from the one or more intermediate MVL levels and outputs an intermediate binary clock signal via the intermediate output having: (a) the first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified intermediate MVL level and the intermediate data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified intermediate MVL level and the intermediate data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the intermediate binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the specified intermediate MVL level.

[0017] Another embodiment of the present invention provides a multi-valued logic circuit a MVL clock generator, a single MVL clock signal distribution network connected to the MVL clock generator, a first MVL selection circuit having a first enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a second MVL selection circuit having a second enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a third MVL selection circuit having a third enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, and a fourth MVL selection circuit having a fourth enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network. The MVL clock generator generates a MVL clock signal comprising a logic “0”, a logic “1”, a logic “2” and a logic “3”. The first MVL selection circuit also has a first data input, a first output and a first inverted output. The first MVL selection circuit outputs a first binary clock signal having a logic level in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enable/Clock Input</th>
<th>First Data Input</th>
<th>First Inverted Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q_prev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q_prev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q_prev</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where X=logic “0” or logic “1”, Q_prev—a previous logic level of the first binary clock signal, and Q' prev—an inverse value of
the previous logic level of the first binary clock signal. The second MVL selection circuit also has a second data input, a second output and a second inverted output. The second MVL selection circuit outputs a second binary clock signal having a logic level in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>enable/clock input</th>
<th>data input</th>
<th>output</th>
<th>inverted output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The third MVL selection circuit also has a third data input, a third output and a third inverted output. The third MVL selection circuit outputs a third binary clock signal having a logic level in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>enable/clock input</th>
<th>data input</th>
<th>output</th>
<th>inverted output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>QW gm</td>
<td>QW gm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>QW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qw gm</td>
<td>QW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>QW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fourth MVL selection circuit also has a fourth data input, a fourth output and a fourth inverted output. The fourth MVL selection circuit outputs a fourth binary clock signal having a logic level in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>enable/clock input</th>
<th>data input</th>
<th>output</th>
<th>inverted output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yet another embodiment of the present invention provides an integrated circuit having a MVL clock generator, a single MVL clock signal distribution network connected to the MVL clock generator, a first MVL selection circuit having a first enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a second MVL selection circuit having a second enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a third MVL selection circuit having a third enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, and a fourth MVL selection circuit having a fourth enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network. The MVL clock generator generates a MVL clock signal comprising a first MVL level, a second MVL level, a third MVL level, and a fourth MVL level. The first MVL selection circuit also has a first data input and a first output. The first MVL selection circuit outputs a first binary clock signal via the first output having: (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the first MVL level and the first data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the first MVL level and the first data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the first binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the first MVL level. One or more first sub-circuits are connected to the first output of the first MVL selection circuit. The second MVL selection circuit also has a second data input and a second output. The second MVL selection circuit outputs a second binary clock signal via the second output having: (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the second MVL level and the second data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the second MVL level and the second data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the second binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the second MVL level. One or more second sub-circuits are connected to the first output of the first MVL selection circuit. The third MVL selection circuit also has a third data input and a third output. The third MVL selection circuit outputs a third binary clock signal via the third output having: (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the third MVL level and the third data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the third MVL level and the third data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the third binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the third MVL level. One or more third sub-circuits are connected to the first output of the first MVL selection circuit. The fourth MVL selection circuit also has a fourth data input and a fourth output. The fourth MVL selection circuit outputs a fourth binary clock signal via the fourth output having: (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the fourth MVL level and the fourth data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the fourth MVL level and the fourth data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the fourth binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the fourth MVL level. One or more fourth sub-circuits are connected to the first output of the first MVL selection circuit.

Another embodiment of the present invention provides a method for generating a set of binary clock signals by generating a MVL clock signal having three or more MVL levels, transmitting the MVL clock signal to three or more MVL selection circuits using a single MVL clock signal distribution network, and receiving the MVL clock signal at each MVL selection circuit, wherein each MVL selection circuit corresponds to a specified MVL level selected from the three or more MVL levels. For each MVL selection circuit, a binary clock signal is output having: (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified MVL level and a data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified MVL level and the data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the specified MVL level.

The present invention is described in detail below with reference to the accompanying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] The above and further advantages of the invention may be better understood by referring to the following description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0022] FIG. 1 is a logic symbol for a D-Latch in accordance with the prior art;

[0023] FIG. 2 is a block circuit diagram for a typical voltage-mode D-Latch in accordance with the prior art;

[0024] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a multi-phase clock integrated circuit in accordance with the prior art;

[0025] FIG. 4 is a graph of the clock-phase waveforms for a multi-phase clock integrated circuit in accordance with the prior art;

[0026] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a multi-phase clock integrated circuit having a single MVL clock signal distribution network in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0027] FIG. 6 is a graph of a MVL clock signal waveform in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0028] FIGS. 7A-7D are logic symbols for modified literal selection gates in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0029] FIGS. 8A-8D are block circuit diagrams for MVL selection circuits (D-Latches with modified literal selection gates) in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0030] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a MVL clock/enable generator in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0031] FIG. 10 is a logic symbol for a decoder in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0032] FIG. 11A-11D are block diagrams for MVL selection circuits (D-Latches with decoders) in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention;

[0033] FIGS. 12A-12D are block diagrams for simplified decoders in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention;

[0034] FIG. 13 is a flow chart of a method for generating a set of binary clock signals in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0035] FIGS. 14A-14D are circuit diagrams for the four literal selection gates in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention;

[0036] FIGS. 15A-15D are graphs showing a HSPICE simulation of the modified D-latches of FIGS. 8A-8D in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0037] FIGS. 16A-16D are screen shots showing a functional simulation of the modified D-latches of FIGS. 8A-8D in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0038] FIG. 17 is a screen shot showing a functional simulation of the MV clock generator in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0039] FIGS. 18A-18E are state diagrams for the example controller circuits in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention; and

[0040] FIG. 19 is a chart showing a comparison of binary and MVL designs in FPGA technology in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0041] While the making and using of various embodiments of the present invention are discussed in detail below, it should be appreciated that the present invention provides many applicable inventive concepts that can be embodied in a wide variety of specific contexts. The specific embodiments discussed herein are merely illustrative of specific ways to make and use the invention and do not delimit the scope of the invention. The discussion herein relates primarily to a four-valued voltage-mode quaternary clock signal (i.e. four logic levels—logic 0, logic 1, logic 2 and logic 3), but it will be understood that the concepts of the present invention are applicable to any Multiple-Valued Logic (MVL) (three or more value) system. Note also that the logic levels can implemented as positive or negative voltages depending on the architecture of the integrated circuit.

[0042] The MVL-based method described herein implements the strategy of a multi-phase clocking architecture but utilizes a single clock distribution network instead of multiple clock distribution networks [14, 15]. The single clock distribution network contains a MVL clock signal propagating to all of the clocked storage elements present in the high-performance IC. The single network may be implemented as a single conductor that distributes an MV clock signal encoded as a set of discrete voltage levels, or as a set of $\log_2(N)$ conductors distributing a binary encoded version of the MV clock signal.

[0043] The present invention reduces the required area for multi-phase synchronous integrated circuit designs. Area reduction is achieved by replacing the N multiple clock distribution networks needed for each phase in a conventional approach with a single distribution network in an ASIC implementation or with $\log_2(N)$ networks for a binary implementation. The challenges with respect to timing closure due to large scale distribution of high-frequency clock signals will remain, however, the use of a more complicated clock signal is compensated for by a reduction in overall frequency and through the use of level-sensitive storage devices instead of edge-sensitive devices.

[0044] Binary level-sensitive latches are augmented to contain a modified literal selection gate inserted in-line between the MV clock signal input and the gating input of the latch. There are four different modified literal selection gates that correspond to one of each of the four clock phase domains. The output of the modified literal selection gate is a standard binary signal that produces a logic 1 for one of the four MV clock signal levels and a logic 0 otherwise.

[0045] Now referring to FIG. 5, a block diagram of a multi-phase clock integrated circuit 500 having a single MVL clock signal distribution network 502 is shown in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. A MVL clock signal, represented by $\Phi_{MV}$, is generated from a MV clock generator 104 and is propagated on a single clock distribution network 502 to all the sub-circuits 506a, 506b, and 506c present in the IC chip. The waveform for the MVL clock signal $\Phi_{MV}$ is shown in FIG. 6. The MVL clock generator 504 will likely still employ a PLL/DLL internally for edge alignment with an external source such as a VCXO but may not require a frequency multiplying divider since the overall period of the MVL clock signal will be reduced as compared to the binary square wave used in a conventional multi-phase design.

[0046] Each subinterval in the $\Phi_{MV}$ period in the waveform shown in FIG. 6 represents one of the four logic levels (logic 0, logic 1, logic 2, and logic 3) in a quaternary logic system. Since the level-sensitive latches present in FIG. 1 are designed for binary logic, a change in the latch design is essential for it to be compatible with the new MVL clock.
signal ($\Phi_{el}$). The design change for the level-sensitive latches is implemented by inserting a modified literal selection gate in series with the latch gate or enable input.

[0047] One embodiment of the present invention provides a MVL circuit having a MVL clock generator 504, a single MVL clock signal distribution network 502 connected to the MVL clock generator 504, and three or more MVL circuits having an ith enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network 502 where i=0 to N and N>3. In one example, the three or more MVL selection circuits can be identified as a first MVL selection circuit, one or more intermediate MVL selection circuits, and a Nth MVL selection circuit. The MVL clock generator generates a MVL clock signal having three or more MVL levels (e.g., a first MVL level—logic 0, one or more intermediate MVL levels—logic 1, and a Nth MVL level—logic 2). Each ith MVL level typically corresponds to a specified voltage level. Each ith MVL selection circuit corresponds to a specified ith MVL level selected from the three or more MVL levels. The ith MVL selection circuit also has an ith data input and an ith output. The ith MVL selection circuit outputs ith a binary clock signal via the ith output having: (a) a first logic level (e.g., logic 0) whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the ith MVL level and the ith data input receives the first logic level (e.g., logic 0), (b) a second logic level (e.g., logic 1) whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the ith MVL level and the ith data input receives the second logic level (e.g., logic 1), and (c) a previous logic level of the ith binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the ith MVL level. Note that each ith MVL selection circuit typically also include an inverted ith output. One or more ith sub-circuits (e.g., sub-circuits 506, 506, and 506) are connected to the ith output of the ith MVL selection circuit.

[0048] A Literal Selection Gate is a unary quaternary logic gate, denoted by $J_i$ [5]. The subscript i denotes the desired logic level for which the output of $J_i$ gate has a non-zero value. For a quaternary logic implementation, i can take values 0, 1, 2, and 3 representing the corresponding four logic levels. The $J_i$ logic symbols for the four different modified literal selection gates are shown in FIGS. 7A-7D.

[0049] Previous work defines the non-zero output of a quaternary $J_i$ gate to be logic 3. In the present invention, the structure of $J_i$ is modified such that the non-zero output of $J_i$ is a standard binary logic 1 chosen to represent the level-shifted output required to interface the MVL technology to the binary technology thus allowing for compatibility with existing multi-phase clock domain binary circuits. The use of a logic 1 output is arbitrary and here indicates that the modified literal selection gate may contain appropriate level-shifting circuitry to enable compatibility with conventional binary logic. The modified literal selection gate, $J_i$ is defined as shown in the truth table in Table 2.

[0050] To generate the MV global clock signal for a multi-phase clock domain circuit, the PLL and phase generation circuit shown in FIG. 3 are replaced by a subcircuit labeled MVL clock generator 504 as shown in FIG. 5. The individual CDT distribution networks 312, 312, and 312, are replaced with a single global MV clock signal distribution network 502 and an appropriate modified literal selection circuit is inserted in series with the EN input of the transparent D-latches (see FIGS. 8A-8D). Area savings results in a custom or standard cell implementation through the replacement of the multiple CDT networks with a single clock distribution network since routing and via placement is less complex.

[0051] Depending on which CDT domain is used, each original D-latch 100 is a member of one of the four MVL selection circuits 800, 800, 800, and 800 shown in FIGS. 8A-8D. These MVL selection circuits 800, 800, 800, and 800, are effectively implemented as the insertion of a modified literal selection gate 700, 700, 700, and 700, in series with the D-latch 100 gate inputs (EN).

[0052] Based on the foregoing, an ith MVL selection circuit includes an ith modified literal selection gate connected to an ith level sensitive latch where i=0 to N. The first enable/clock input of the ith MVL selection circuit is the input of the ith modified literal selection gate. The first data input of the ith MVL selection circuit is the input of the ith level sensitive latch. The output of the ith modified literal selection gate is connected to the enable/clock of the ith level sensitive latch. The ith modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the first logic level (e.g., logic 0) whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the ith MVL level and (2) the second logic level (e.g., logic 1) whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the ith MVL level.

[0053] The overall characteristic tables for the four different MVL selection circuits in FIGS. 8A-8D are shown in Tables 3A-3D.

### TABLE 3A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EN/CLK</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>$\overline{Q}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>$\overline{Q}_{prev}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>$\overline{Q}_{prev}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>$\overline{Q}_{prev}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 3B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EN/CLK</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>$\overline{Q}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>$\overline{Q}_{prev}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>$\overline{Q}_{prev}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Qprev</td>
<td>$\overline{Q}_{prev}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Another embodiment of the present invention provides a multi-valued logic circuit a MVL clock generator, a single MVL clock signal distribution network connected to the MVL clock generator, a first MVL selection circuit having a first enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a second MVL selection circuits having a second enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a third MVL selection circuit having a third enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, and a fourth MVL selection circuit having a fourth enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network.

The MVL clock generator generates a MVL clock signal comprising a logic 0, a logic 1, a logic 2 and a logic 3. The first MVL selection circuit also has a first data input, a first output and a first inverted output. The first MVL selection circuit outputs a first binary clock signal having a logic level in accordance with Table 3A where X=logic 0 or logic 1, Q<sub>prev</sub> follows a previous logic level of the first binary clock signal, and Q<sub>prev</sub>' inverts the previous logic level of the first binary clock signal.

The second MVL selection circuit also has a second data input, a second output and a second inverted output. The second MVL selection circuit outputs a second binary clock signal having a logic level in accordance with Table 3B. The third MVL selection circuit also has a third data input, a third output and a third inverted output. The third MVL selection circuit outputs a third binary clock signal having a logic level in accordance with Table 3C. The fourth MVL selection circuit also has a fourth data input, a fourth output and a fourth inverted output. The fourth MVL selection circuit outputs a fourth binary clock signal having a logic level in accordance with the following table Table 3D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EN/CLK</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Q'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0054] As shown in Fig. 9, the MVL clock generation circuit 504 includes a register 900 and a N full adder circuit 902, which is a quaternary full adder (N=4) in this example. The register 900 has a clock input (Clk), a reset input (Reset), a data input (D) and an output (Q) (MVL clock enable). The N full adder circuit 904 has a first input (A) that receives the first logic level (e.g., logic 1), a second input (B) connected to the output (Q) of the register 900, an output (Q) connected to the data input (D) of the register 900. In operation, a reset signal sent to the reset input (Reset) of the register 900 initializes the output (Q) of the register 900 to logic 0. The N full adder circuit 902 increments a logic level stored in the register 900. The register 900 stores the result of the N full adder circuit and the output (Q) of the register 900 outputs a logic level sequence from logic 0 to logic N-1, which is 0, 1, 2, 3 in this example.

[0057] When the implementation technology target is a commercially available programmable device such as an FPGA or a standard cell ASIC with a binary logic library, existing logic cell structures must be employed. This restriction prevents the incorporation of the modified literal selection gate 700 and the MVL clock generation circuit 504 as described above. The following description shows how the method may be modified such that implementation using such devices is possible through use of a binary-encoded MVL clock signal. The use of binary encodings for MVL-based implementations has been used in other applications [21].

[0058] Most commercially available FPGAs contain resources to support a single binary clock distribution network. When a multi-phase clock domain design is required, the tools must route the different CDT networks using on-chip routing resources. This is often inefficient and requires the use of multiple programmable interconnects which in turn can severely impact performance since the delay added by the programmable interconnects can be significant. For this reason, the use of FPGA target technologies that can take advantage of multi-phase clock domain designs while not suffering from undue clock signal delays due to the heavy use of programmable interconnects in the distribution of the multiple CDT networks. This modification is also applicable for standard cell designs where the inclusion of custom analog cells is not permitted.

[0059] Because the MVL clock generator 504 cannot be easily implemented on most available FPGAs, an intermediate approach is used where the N CDT networks of a traditional multi-phase clock domain IC are replaced by log(N) CDTs that are routed within the FPGA. Here, log(N) refers to the logarithm base-2 of the value N. The log(N) CDT networks transmit a binary-encoded version of the MVL clock.
signal \( \Phi_{eq} \). In such a case, the MVL clock generator is a binary encoded MVL clock generator (e.g., a binary counter that cycles through the clock phase values) that generates a binary encoded clock signal corresponding to the first MVL level, the one or more intermediate MVL levels and the Nth MVL level. For the example of a quaternary design, the single MVL clock signal distribution network is a first binary clock line (A) and a second binary clock line (B). The first and second binary signals, labeled A and B, are propagated to each storage cell that cycle through the values of 00, 01, 10, and 11. Each clock value is the binary encoded representation of the global MV clock signal \( \Phi_{eq} \). The MV clock generator 504 can then be implemented as a binary counter that cycles through the various clock phase values.

[0060] Also, in commercially available FPGAs, it is not possible to insert a modified literal selection gate 700 in series with each storage device 100. Instead of a modified literal election gate 700, a binary decoding circuit 1000 is inserted that receives the encoded global clock signal as inputs A and B and produces an output enabling binary pulse. As shown in FIG. 10, the decoder 1000 (e.g., 2x4) has a first input (A) for receiving the first binary signal, a second input (B) for receiving the second binary signal, and one or more outputs (e.g., \( Y_0, Y_1, Y_2 \) and \( Y_3 \)). The 2:4 decoder 1000 truth table is shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>( Y_0 )</th>
<th>( Y_1 )</th>
<th>( Y_2 )</th>
<th>( Y_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0061] As shown in FIG. 11A-11D, the MVL selection circuits are configured by connecting the appropriate output (e.g., \( Y_0, Y_1, Y_2 \) and \( Y_3 \)) of decoder 1000 to the latch 100 gate input (EN). The particular decoder output used is based upon the particular phase domain of the original design. Although, an entire decoder 1000 is shown in FIG. 10, this is for illustrative purposes only. Note that his approach does not require the implementation of custom MVL sub-circuits, but does require more clock distribution network area.

[0062] Since each latch 100 responds to a particular clock phase only, a more economical implementation would be the use of a two-input binary AND gate with input inverters that select the appropriate clock phase as shown in FIGS. 12A-12D. FIG. 12A shows the decoder 1200, with an output \( Y_0 \) implemented as an AND gate 1202 having a first inverter 1204 connected in series with the first input (A) of the AND gate 1202 and a second inverter 1206 connected in series with the second input (B) of the AND gate 1202. FIG. 12B shows the decoder 1200, with an output \( Y_1 \) implemented as the AND gate 1202 having a first inverter 1204 connected in series with the first input (A) of the AND gate 1202. FIG. 12C shows the decoder 1200, with an output \( Y_2 \) implemented as the AND gate 1202 having a second inverter 1206 connected in series with the second input (B) of the AND gate 1202. FIG. 12D shows the decoder 1200, with an output \( Y_3 \) implemented as the AND gate 1202. Note that two-input binary NAND gates can also be used with input inverters.

[0063] Now referring to FIG. 13, a flow chart depicts a method 1300 for generating a set of binary clock signals in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention. A MVL clock signal having three or more MVL levels is generated in block 1302. The MVL clock signal is transmitted to three or more MVL selection circuits using a single MVL clock signal distribution network in block 1304. The MVL clock signal is received at each MVL selection circuit in block 1306. Each MVL selection circuit corresponds to a specified MVL level selected from the three or more MVL levels. For each MVL selection circuit, a binary clock signal is output in block 1308. The binary clock signal has (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified MVL level and a data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified MVL level and the data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the specified MVL level.

[0064] Three different types of experiments were carried out to validate the present invention. The modified literal selection gates 700 were designed and implemented at the transistor level, several multi-phase clock domain synchronous circuits were implemented and functionally validated at the RTL level, and several different circuits were designed and implemented using FPGA target technology as described above.

[0065] The modified literal selection gates 700 were designed at the transistor level and simulated using HSPICE. In this experiment, multi-threshold field effect transistor (FET) models reported in [12] were used allowing for different threshold voltages to control the switching. Each FET can assume different threshold voltage levels (\( V_{th} \)) based on the design requirement which implies different doping levels for each transistor during their fabrication. The transistors P1, P2, N1 and N2 present in all the transistor level designs of modified literal selection gates shown in FIGS. 15A-D restricts the non-zero output value of the gate to be a logic 1 representing the appropriate level shifted output required for interfacing to standard binary logic circuitry. V0, V1, V2 and V3 represent the four different voltage levels. The threshold voltages of the transistors are determined such that the structure shows the desired quaternary operation. The circuit with P1, P2, N1 and N2 transistors essentially represents a buffer circuit. Except for the buffer circuit, the structure of J0 resembles the static-CMOS binary inverter circuit and structure of J3 is a series connection of two J2 structures. The structures of J1 and J2 are similar and it differs only in the threshold voltages chosen for the transistors. FIGS. 14A-14D contain circuit diagrams for the four literal selection gates: modified J0 circuit (FIG. 14A), modified J1 circuit (FIG. 14B), modified J2 circuit (FIG. 14C), and modified J3 circuit (FIG. 14D).

[0066] To evaluate the viability of implementation of the clock phase sensitive latches, the circuits were designed to consist of the four literal selection gate shown in FIGS. 14A-14D whose outputs drive the gate input of the D-latch shown in FIG. 2. These circuits were then simulated using HSPICE and transient analysis was performed using the AVANTools visualization tool.

[0067] The HSPICE simulation results of the modified D-latches from FIGS. 8A-8D are shown in FIGS. 15A-15D: D-latch-0 simulation (FIG. 15A), D-latch-1 simulation (FIG.
15B), D-latch-2 simulation (FIG. 15C), and D-latch-3 simulation (FIG. 15D). Each D-latch-i logic circuit demonstrates transparent behavior when the EN input signal is at logic 1 and the previous D input value is latched for rest of the logic values, logic 1, logic 2 and logic 3, on the EN input signal.

[0068] From a functional point of view, RTL descriptions of several multi-phase clock domain circuits were implemented and simulated. The SystemVerilog HDL is used in the functional simulations since it supports extended data types that allow for non-binary, higher-valued radix discrete signals to be easily represented. In these simulations, the MV clock generator circuit 504 was modeled based on the structure shown in FIG. 9 using the quaternary adder design reported in [12]. The modified literal selection gates 700 were modeled using a simple case construct and all other circuitry was identical to that in the original multiple CDT network designs.

[0069] The ‘Clk’ signal supplied to the register 900 in FIG. 9 is a periodic binary pulse train. The ‘Reset’ signal initializes the output (Q) of the register 900 to be logic 0. For every positive edge of the binary clock (Clk), the register 900 stores the result of the quaternary full adder circuit 902. Hence, the output (Q) will take values in the sequence 0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1, ... which acts as the MV clock-enable signal for the control of the MVl selection circuits 800 (D-latches 100 with modified literal selection gates 700). All simulations of SystemVerilog models were performed using Synopsys' Verilog Compiler Simulator (VCS) tool. The results of the functional simulations of the latches are shown in FIGS. 16A-16D: D-latch-0 simulation (FIG. 16A), D-latch-1 simulation (FIG. 16B), D-latch-2 simulation (FIG. 16C), and D-latch-3 simulation (FIG. 16D). The results of the functional simulation of the MV clock generator 504 is shown in FIG. 17.

[0070] The FPGA-based implementation of this approach was experimented with by comparing multi-phase clock designs with N CDT networks with those implemented using log(N) CDT networks. The comparative study reported on the number of internal interconnects required to implement both forms of the designs and a timing analyzer was used to report the worst-case path delay and overall improvement in maximum clock speed.

[0071] The circuit designs used for the comparison were Finite State Machine (FSM) controllers designed using Altera Quartus II (Subscription Edition 5.0) tool. The FSM controller for each implemented binary circuit has different states with multiple binary non-overlapping clock distribution networks driving a subset of the level-sensitive latches compared to the single MV clock distribution network implemented as log(N) CDT networks with latches driven by decoders in their equivalent MVl circuits. The example circuits were implemented both with a traditional multi-phase clocking approach using separate clock domain distribution networks and with the approach described here. State diagrams for the example controller circuits are provided in FIGS. 18A-18E: counter state diagram (FIG. 18A), vending machine state diagram (FIG. 18B), SO state diagram (FIG. 18C), traffic controller state diagram (FIG. 18D) and electrical lock state diagram (FIG. 18E).

[0072] The synthesis of both binary and MVl versions of the circuits described in FIGS. 18A-18E were performed using the Altera QuartusII FPGA tool by representing the MVl clock signal logic values with their binary-encoded equivalents (0 → 00, 1 → 01, 2 → 10, and 3 → 11). All designs were mapped to a StratixII Altera FPGA. The results obtained for this comparison are summarized in FIG. 19 in terms of number of interconnects required and clock frequency for both designs. A state assignment method was used such that dynamic hazards in the output logic were avoided.

[0075] The preceding discussion describes using modified literal selection gates, a MV clock generator, and a single multiple-valued clock distribution network for the purpose of implementing multi-phase clock designs with increased area and performance characteristics. The implementation of the present invention using custom VLSI or standard cell ASIC target technology was described including a discussion of the supporting new subclasses required. Functional validation of several designs were accomplished using the SystemVerilog HDL and a transistor-level design and a simulation was carried out using the HSPICE simulator.

[0076] The present invention can be adapted to implementation in commercially available FPGA devices or ASICs based on binary-only logic cells and the preceding discussion described how the new subclasses could be replaced using standard binary components such as a modular counter in place of the master clock generator and a binary decoder in place of the modified literal selection gate. Experimental results show improved performance and reduction in area for a set of example circuits when these ideas are applied as compared to their binary counterparts. This set of experimental results was obtained by using the Altera QuartusII EDA tool to implement several example circuits.

[0077] The MV clock generation circuit can be implemented using a suitable MV technology such as multi-threshold voltage-mode FET devices. Additional MV clock generation subcircuits and modified literal selection cells not specifically described herein can be designed for these purposes. A sample standard cell multiphase clock domain circuit can then be implemented using these new cells.

[0078] The use of the word “a” or “an” when used in conjunction with the term “comprising” in the claims and/or the specification may mean “one,” but it is also consistent with the meaning of “one or more,” “at least one,” and “one or more than one.” The use of the term “or” in the claims is used to mean “and/or” unless explicitly indicated to refer to alternatives only or the alternatives are mutually exclusive, although the disclosure supports a definition that refers to only alternatives and “and/or.” Throughout this application, the term “about” is used to indicate that a value includes the inherent
variation of error for the device, the method being employed to
determine the value, or the variation that exists among the
study subjects.

[0079] The word “exemplary” is used herein to mean “serv-
ing as an example, instance, or illustration.” Any embodiment
described herein as “exemplary” is not necessarily to be con-
strued as preferred or advantageous over other embodiments.

[0080] As used in this specification and claim(s), the words
“comprising” (and any form of comprising, such as “com-
prise” and “comprises”), “having” (and any form of having,
such as “have” and “has”), “including” (and any form of includ-
ing, such as “includes” and “include”) or “containing” (and
any form of containing, such as “contains” and “contain”) are
inclusive or open-ended and do not exclude additional, unre-
cited elements or method steps.

[0081] The term “or combinations thereof” as used herein
refers to all permutations and combinations of the listed items
preceding the term. For example, “A, B, C, or combinations
thereof” is intended to include at least one of: A, B, C, AB,
AC, BC, or ABC, and if order is important in a particular
context, also BA, CA, CB, CBA, BCA, ACB, BAC, or CAB.
Continuing with this example, expressly included are combina-
tions that contain repeats of one or more item or items, such as
BB, AAA, MB, BBC, AAABCCCC, CBBAAA,
CABABB, and so forth. The skilled artisan will understand
that typically there is not limit on the number of item or items
in any combination, unless otherwise apparent from the con-
text.

[0082] It will be understood by those of skill in the art that
information and signals may be represented using any of a
variety of different technologies and techniques (e.g., data,
instructions, commands, information, signals, bits, symbols,
and chips may be represented by voltages, currents, elec-
tromagnetic waves, magnetic fields or particles, optical fields
or particles, or any combination thereof). Likewise, the vari-
ous illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits, and algorithm
steps described herein may be implemented as electronic
hardware, computer software, or combinations of both,
depending on the application and functionality. Moreover, the
various logical blocks, modules, and circuits described herein
may be implemented or performed with a general purpose
processor (e.g., microprocessor, conventional processor, con-
troller, microcontroller, state machine or combination of
computing devices), a digital signal processor (“DSP”), an
application specific integrated circuit (“ASIC”), a field pro-
grammable gate array (“FPGA”) or other programmable
logic device, discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete hard-
ware components, or any combination thereof designed to
perform the functions described herein. Similarly, steps of a
method or process described herein may be embodied
directly in hardware, in a software module executed by a
processor, or in a combination of the two. A software module
may reside in RAM memory, flash memory, ROM memory,
EPROM memory, EEPROM memory, registers, hard disk, a
removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any other form of storage
medium known in the art. Although preferred embodiments
of the present invention have been described in detail, it will
be understood by those skilled in the art that various modifi-
cations can be made therein without departing from the spirit
and scope of the invention as set forth in the appended claims.

[0083] All publications and patent applications mentioned
in the specification are indicative of the level of skill of those
skilled in the art to which this invention pertains. All publica-
tions and patent applications are herein incorporated by
reference to the same extent as if each individual publication
or patent application was specifically and individually indi-
cated to be incorporated by reference.
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What is claimed is:

1. A multi-valued logic circuit comprising:
a multi-valued logic (MVL) clock generator that generates
a MVL clock signal comprising a first MVL level, one or
more intermediate MVL levels and a Nth MVL level;
a single MVL clock signal distribution network connec-
ted to the MVL clock generator;
a first MVL selection circuit having a first enable/clock
input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribu-
tion network, a first data input and a first output,
wherein the first MVL selection circuit outputs a first
binary clock signal via the first output having: (a) a first
logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to
the first MVL level and the first data input receives the
first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the
MVL clock signal is equal to the first MVL level and the
first data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a
previous logic level of the first binary clock signal when-
ever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the first MVL
level;
one or more intermediate MVL selection circuits, each
intermediate MVL selection circuit having an interme-
diate enable/clock input connected to the single MVL
clock signal distribution network, an intermediate data
input and an intermediate output, wherein each interme-
diate MVL selection circuit corresponds to a specified
intermediate MVL level selected from the one or more
intermediate MVL levels and outputs an intermediate
binary clock signal via the intermediate output having:
a) the first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is
equal to the specified intermediate MVL level and the
intermediate data input receives the first logic level, (b)
a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is
equal to the specified intermediate MVL level and the
intermediate data input receives the second logic level,
and (c) a previous logic level of the intermediate binary
clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal
to the specified intermediate MVL level; and
a Nth MVL selection circuit having a Nth enable/clock
input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribu-
tion network, a Nth data input and a Nth output,
wherein the Nth MVL selection circuit outputs a Nth
binary clock signal via the Nth output having: (a) a first
logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to
the Nth MVL level and the Nth data input receives the
first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the
MVL clock signal is equal to the Nth MVL level and the
Nth data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a
previous logic level of the Nth binary clock signal when-
ever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the Nth MVL
level.

2. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 1,
wherein:
the first MVL level comprises a logic “0”;
one or more intermediate MVL levels comprise a logic
“1”;
the Nth MVL level comprises a logic “2”;
the first logic level comprises a logic “0”;
and the second logic level comprises a logic “1”.

3. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 1,
wherein:
each MVL level comprises a specified voltage level; and
the first MVL selection circuit further comprises an
inverted first output;
each intermediate MVL selection circuit further comprises
an inverted intermediate output; and
the Nth MVL selection circuit further comprises an
inverted Nth output.

4. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 1,
further comprising:
one or more first sub-circuits connected to the first output
of the first MVL selection circuit;
one or more intermediate sub-circuits connected to the
intermediate output of the intermediate MVL selection
circuit;
one or more Nth sub-circuits connected to the Nth output of
the Nth MVL selection circuit.

5. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 1,
wherein:
the first MVL level comprises a logic “0”;
the one or more intermediate MVL levels comprise a first
intermediate MVL level comprising a logic “1”, and a
second intermediate MVL level comprising a logic “2”;
the Nth MVL level comprises a logic “3”;
the one or more intermediate MVL selection circuits com-
prise a first intermediate MVL selection circuit and a
second intermediate MVL selection circuit;
the first logic level comprises a logic “0” and
the second logic level comprises a logic “1”.
6. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 1, wherein:
the first MVL selection circuit comprises a first modified literal selection gate connected to a first level sensitive latch such that: (a) the first enable/clock input comprises an input of the first modified literal selection gate, (b) the first data input comprises an input of the first level sensitive latch, (c) the first output comprises an output of the first level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the first modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock input of the first level sensitive latch, and (e) the first modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the first MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the first MVL level;
each intermediate MVL selection circuit comprises an intermediate modified literal selection gate connected to an intermediate level sensitive latch such that: (a) the intermediate enable/clock input comprises an input of the intermediate modified literal selection gate, (b) the intermediate data input comprises an input of the intermediate level sensitive latch, (c) the intermediate output comprises an output of the intermediate level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the intermediate modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock input of the intermediate level sensitive latch, and (e) the intermediate modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the specified intermediate MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified intermediate MVL level;
and the Nth MVL selection circuit comprises a Nth modified literal selection gate connected to a Nth level sensitive latch such that: (a) the Nth enable/clock input comprises an input of the Nth modified literal selection gate, (b) the Nth data input comprises an input of the Nth level sensitive latch, (c) the Nth output comprises an output of the Nth level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the Nth modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock input of the Nth level sensitive latch, and (e) the Nth modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the Nth MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the Nth MVL level.

7. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 1, wherein the multi-valued logic (MVL) clock generator comprises:
a register having a clock input, a reset input, a data input and an output;
an N full adder circuit having a first input that receives the first logic level, a second input connected to the output of the register, an output connected to the data input of the register, and wherein N is greater than or equal to 3; and wherein: (a) a reset signal sent to the reset input of the register initializes the output of the register to logic “0”, (b) the N full adder circuit increments a logic level stored in the register, (c) the register stores the result of the N full adder circuit, and (d) the output of the register outputs a logic level sequence from logic “0” to logic “N−1”.

8. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 1, wherein:
the MVL clock generator comprises a binary encoded MVL clock generator that generates a binary encoded clock signal corresponding to the first MVL level, the one or more intermediate MVL levels and the Nth MVL level, wherein the binary encoded clock signal comprises a first binary clock signal having the first logic level or the second logic level, and a second binary clock signal having the first logic level or the second logic level;
the single MVL clock signal distribution network comprises a first binary clock line and a second binary clock line;
the first MVL selection circuit comprises a first decoder connected to a first level sensitive latch such that: (a) the first enable/clock input comprises a first input of the first decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the first decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the first data input comprises an input of the first level sensitive latch, (c) the first output comprises an output of the first level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the first decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the first level sensitive latch, and (e) the first decoder outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the first MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the first MVL level;
each intermediate MVL selection circuit comprises an intermediate decoder connected to an intermediate level sensitive latch such that: (a) the intermediate enable/clock input comprises a first input of the intermediate decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the intermediate decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the intermediate data input comprises an input of the intermediate level sensitive latch, (c) the intermediate output comprises an output of the intermediate level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the intermediate decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the intermediate level sensitive latch, and (e) the intermediate decoder outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the specified intermediate MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the specified intermediate MVL level;
and the Nth MVL selection circuit comprises a Nth decoder connected to a Nth level sensitive latch such that: (a) the Nth enable/clock input comprises a first input of the Nth decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the Nth decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the Nth data input comprises an input of the Nth level sensitive latch, (c) the Nth output comprises an output of the Nth level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the Nth decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the Nth level sensitive latch, and (e) the Nth decoder outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the Nth MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the Nth MVL level.

9. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 8, wherein each decoder is selected from the group comprising: an AND gate having a first input comprising the first input of the decoder, a second input comprising the second input of the decoder, and an output comprising the output of the decoder;
the AND gate having a first inverter connected in series with the first input of the AND gate; the AND gate having a second inverter connected in series with the second input of the AND gate; and the AND gate having the first inverter connected in series with the first input of the AND gate and the second inverter connected in series with the second input of the AND gate.

10. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 8, wherein:

the first MVL level is encoded as the first binary clock signal having the first logic level and the second binary clock signal having the first logic level;

the intermediate MVL level is encoded as (a) the first binary clock signal having the first logic level and the second binary clock signal having the second logic level, or (b) the first binary clock signal having the second logic level and the second binary clock signal having the first logic level;

the Nth MVL level is encoded as the first binary clock signal having the second logic level and the second binary clock signal having the second logic level; the first logic level comprises a logic “0”, and the second logic level comprises a logic “1”.

11. A multi-valued logic (MVL) clock generator that generates a MVL clock signal comprising a logic “0”, a logic “1”, a logic “2” and a logic “3”;

a single MVL clock signal distribution network connected to the MVL clock generator;

a MVL selection circuit having a first enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a first data input, a first output and a first inverted output, wherein the first MVL selection circuit outputs a first binary clock signal having a logic level in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>the first enable/clock input</th>
<th>the first data input</th>
<th>the first output</th>
<th>the first inverted output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where X=logic “0” or logic “1”, Q<sub>prev</sub>=a previous logic level of the first binary clock signal, and Q<sub>prev</sub>=an inverse value of the previous logic level of the first binary clock signal;

a second MVL selection circuit having a second enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a second data input, a second output and a second inverted output, wherein the second MVL selection circuit outputs a second binary clock signal having a logic level in accordance with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>the second enable/clock input</th>
<th>the second data input</th>
<th>the second output</th>
<th>the second inverted output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;prev&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 11, wherein each MVL level comprises a specified voltage level.

13. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 11, further comprising:

one or more first sub-circuits connected to the first output of the first MVL selection circuit;

one or more second sub-circuits connected to the second output of the second MVL selection circuit;

one or more third sub-circuits connected to the third output of the third MVL selection circuit;

one or more fourth sub-circuits connected to the fourth output of the fourth MVL selection circuit.

14. The multi-valued logic circuit as recited in claim 11, wherein:

the first MVL selection circuit comprises a first modified literal selection gate connected to a first level sensitive latch such that: (a) the first enable/clock input comprises an input of the first modified literal selection gate, (b) the first data input comprises an input of the first level sensitive latch, (c) the first output comprises an output of the first level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the first modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock.
input of the first level sensitive latch, and (e) the first modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the logic “0” whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the logic “0” and (2) the logic “1” whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the logic “0”;
the second MVL selection circuit comprises a second modified literal selection gate connected to a second level sensitive latch such that: (a) the second enable/clock input comprises an input of the second modified literal selection gate, (b) the second data input comprises an input of the second level sensitive latch, (c) the second output comprises an output of the second level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the second modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock input of the second level sensitive latch, and (e) the second modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the logic “0” whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the logic “1” and (2) the logic “1” whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the logic “1”;
the third MVL selection circuit comprises a third modified literal selection gate connected to a third level sensitive latch such that: (a) the third enable/clock input comprises an input of the third modified literal selection gate, (b) the third data input comprises an input of the third level sensitive latch, (c) the third output comprises an output of the third level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the third modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock input of the third level sensitive latch, and (e) the third modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the logic “0” whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the logic “2” and (2) the logic “1” whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the logic “2”;
the fourth MVL selection circuit comprises a fourth modified literal selection gate connected to a fourth level sensitive latch such that: (a) the fourth enable/clock input comprises an input of the fourth modified literal selection gate, (b) the fourth data input comprises an input of the fourth level sensitive latch, (c) the fourth output comprises an output of the fourth level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the fourth modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock input of the fourth level sensitive latch, and (e) the fourth modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the logic “3” whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the logic “0” and (2) the logic “1” whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the logic “3”.

15. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 11, wherein the multi-valued logic (MVL) clock generator comprises: a register having a clock input, a reset input, a data input and an output;
a full adder circuit having a first input that receives the first logic level, a second input connected to the output of the register, and an output connected to the data input of the register; and
wherein: (a) a reset signal sent to the reset input of the register initializes the output of the register to logic “0”, (b) the full adder circuit increments a logic level stored in the register, (c) the register stores the result of the full adder circuit, and (d) the output of the register outputs a logic level sequence from logic “0” to logic “3”.

16. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 11, wherein: the MVL clock generator comprises a binary encoded MVL clock generator that generates a binary encoded clock signal corresponding to the logic “0”, the logic “1”, the logic “2” and the logic “3”, wherein the binary encoded clock signal comprises a first binary clock signal having the logic “0” or the logic “1”, and a second binary clock signal having logic “0” or the logic “1”;
the single MVL clock signal distribution network comprises a first binary clock line and a second binary clock line;
the first MVL selection circuit comprises a first decoder connected to a first level sensitive latch such that: (a) the first enable/clock input comprises a first input of the first decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the first decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the first data input comprises an input of the first level sensitive latch, (c) the first output comprises an output of the first level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the first decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the first level sensitive latch, and (e) the first decoder outputs (1) the logic “0” whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the logic “0” and (2) the logic “1” whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the logic “0”;
the second MVL selection circuit comprises a second decoder connected to a second level sensitive latch such that: (a) the second enable/clock input comprises a first input of the second decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the second decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the second data input comprises an input of the second level sensitive latch, (c) the second output comprises an output of the second level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the second decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the second level sensitive latch, and (e) the second decoder outputs (1) the logic “0” whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the logic “0” and (2) the logic “1” whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the logic “0”;
the third MVL selection circuit comprises a third decoder connected to a third level sensitive latch such that: (a) the third enable/clock input comprises a first input of the third decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the third decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the third data input comprises an input of the third level sensitive latch, (c) the third output comprises an output of the third level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the third decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the third level sensitive latch, and (e) the third decoder outputs (1) the logic “0” whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the logic “0” and (2) the logic “1” whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the logic “0”;
the fourth MVL selection circuit comprises a fourth decoder connected to a fourth level sensitive latch such that: (a) the fourth enable/clock input comprises a first input of the fourth decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the fourth decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the fourth data input comprises an input of the fourth level sensitive latch, (c) the fourth output comprises an output of the fourth level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the fourth decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the fourth level sensitive latch, and (e) the fourth decoder outputs (1) the logic “0” whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the logic “0” and (2) the logic “1” whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the logic “0”.
decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the fourth level sensitive latch, and (e) the fourth decoder outputs (1) the logic “0” whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the logic “3” and (2) the logic “1” whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the logic “3”.

17. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 16, wherein each decoder is selected from the group comprising:

- an AND gate having a first input comprising the first input of the decoder, a second input comprising the second input of the decoder, and an output comprising the output of the decoder;
- the AND gate having a first inverter connected in series with the first input of the AND gate;
- the AND gate having a second inverter connected in series with the second input of the AND gate; and
- the AND gate having the first inverter connected in series with the first input of the AND gate and the second inverter connected in series with the second input of the AND gate.

18. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 16, wherein:

- the first MVL level is encoded as the first binary clock signal having the logic “0” and the second binary clock signal having the logic “0”;
- the second MVL level is encoded as the first binary clock signal having the logic “0” and the second binary clock signal having the logic “1”;
- the third MVL level is encoded as the first binary clock signal having the logic “1” and the second binary clock signal having the logic “0”;
- the fourth MVL level is encoded as the first binary clock signal having the logic “1” and the second binary clock signal having the logic “1”.

19. An integrated circuit comprising:

- a multi-valued logic (MVL) clock generator that generates a MVL clock signal comprising a first MVL level, a second MVL level, a third MVL level and a fourth MVL level;
- a single MVL clock signal distribution network connected to the MVL clock generator;
- a first MVL selection circuit having a first enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a first data input and a first output, wherein the first MVL selection circuit outputs a first binary clock signal via the first output having: (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the first MVL level and the first data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the second MVL level and the first data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the first binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the first MVL level;
- one or more first sub-circuits connected to the first output of the first MVL selection circuit;
- a second MVL selection circuit having a second enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a second data input and a second output, wherein the second MVL selection circuit outputs a second binary clock signal via the second output having: (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the second MVL level and the second data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the second MVL level and the second data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the second binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the second MVL level;
- one or more second sub-circuits connected to the first output of the second MVL selection circuit;
- a third MVL selection circuit having a third enable/clock input connected to the single MVL clock signal distribution network, a third data input and a third output, wherein the third MVL selection circuit outputs a third binary clock signal via the third output having: (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the third MVL level and the third data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the third MVL level and the third data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the third binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the third MVL level;
- one or more third sub-circuits connected to the first output of the third MVL selection circuit.

20. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 19, wherein:

- the first MVL level comprises a logic “0”;
- the second MVL level comprises a logic “1”;
- the third MVL level comprises a logic “2”;
- the fourth MVL level comprises a logic “3”;
- the first logic level comprises a logic “0”;
- the second logic level comprises a logic “1”;
- the third logic level comprises a logic “2”;
- the fourth logic level comprises a logic “3”.

21. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 19, wherein:

- each MVL level comprises a specified voltage level; and
- the first MVL selection circuit further comprises an inverted first output;
- the second MVL selection circuit further comprises an inverted second output;
- the third MVL selection circuit further comprises an inverted third output; and
- the fourth MVL selection circuit further comprises an inverted fourth output.

22. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 19, wherein each MVL level comprises a specified voltage level.

23. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 19, wherein:

- the first MVL selection circuit comprises a first modified literal selection gate connected to a first level sensitive latch such that: (a) the first enable/clock input comprises an input of the first modified literal selection gate, (b) the first data input comprises an input of the first level sensitive latch, (c) the first output comprises an output of the first level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the first modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock
input of the first level sensitive latch, and (e) the first modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the first MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the first MVL level;

the second MVL selection circuit comprises a second modified literal selection gate connected to a second level sensitive latch such that: (a) the second enable/clock input comprises an input of the second modified literal selection gate, (b) the second data input comprises an input of the second level sensitive latch, (c) the second output comprises an output of the second level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the second modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock input of the second level sensitive latch, and (e) the second modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the second MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the second MVL level;

the third MVL selection circuit comprises a third modified literal selection gate connected to a third level sensitive latch such that: (a) the third enable/clock input comprises an input of the third modified literal selection gate, (b) the third data input comprises an input of the third level sensitive latch, (c) the third output comprises an output of the third level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the third modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock input of the third level sensitive latch, and (e) the third modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the third MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the third MVL level; and

the fourth MVL selection circuit comprises a fourth modified literal selection gate connected to a fourth level sensitive latch such that: (a) the fourth enable/clock input comprises an input of the fourth modified literal selection gate, (b) the fourth data input comprises an input of the fourth level sensitive latch, (c) the fourth output comprises an output of the fourth level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the fourth modified literal selection gate is connected to an enable/clock input of the fourth level sensitive latch, and (e) the fourth modified literal selection gate outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the fourth MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the fourth MVL level.

24. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 19, wherein:

- the multi-valued logic (MVL) clock generator comprises:
  - a register having a clock input, a reset input, a data input and an output;
  - a full adder circuit having a first input that receives the first logic level, a second input connected to the output of the register, and an output connected to the data input of the register; and

wherein: (a) a reset signal sent to the reset input of the register initializes the output of the register to logic "0", (b) the full adder circuit increments a logic level stored in the register, (c) the register stores the result of the full adder circuit, and (d) the output of the register outputs a logic level sequence from logic "0" to logic "3".

25. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 19, wherein:

- the MVL clock generator comprises a binary encoded MVL clock generator that generates a binary encoded clock signal corresponding to the first MVL level, the second MVL level, the third MVL level and the fourth MVL level, wherein the binary encoded clock signal comprises a first binary clock signal having the first logic level or the second logic level, and a second binary clock signal having the first logic level or the second logic level;

- the single MVL clock signal distribution network comprises a first binary clock line and a second binary clock line;

- the first MVL selection circuit comprises a first decoder connected to a first level sensitive latch such that: (a) the first enable/clock input comprises a first input of the first decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the first decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the first data input comprises an input of the first level sensitive latch, (c) the first output comprises an output of the first level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the first decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the first level sensitive latch, and (e) the first decoder outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the first MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the first MVL level;

- the second MVL selection circuit comprises a second decoder connected to a second level sensitive latch such that: (a) the second enable/clock input comprises a first input of the second decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the second decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the second data input comprises an input of the second level sensitive latch, (c) the second output comprises an output of the second level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the second decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the second level sensitive latch, and (e) the second decoder outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the second MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the second MVL level;

- the third MVL selection circuit comprises a third decoder connected to a third level sensitive latch such that: (a) the third enable/clock input comprises a first input of the third decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the third decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the third data input comprises an input of the third level sensitive latch, (c) the third output comprises an output of the third level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the third decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the third level sensitive latch, and (e) the third decoder outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the third MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the third MVL level;

- the fourth MVL selection circuit comprises a fourth decoder connected to a fourth level sensitive latch such that: (a) the fourth enable/clock input comprises a first input of the fourth decoder connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the fourth decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the fourth data input comprises an input of the fourth level sensitive latch, (c) the fourth output comprises an output of the fourth level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the fourth decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the fourth level sensitive latch, and (e) the fourth decoder outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the fourth MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the fourth MVL level; and
clock line and a second input of the fourth decoder connected to the second binary clock line, (b) the fourth data input comprises an input of the fourth level sensitive latch, (c) the fourth output comprises an output of the fourth level sensitive latch, (d) an output of the fourth decoder is connected to an enable/clock input of the fourth level sensitive latch, and (e) the fourth decoder outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the fourth MVL level and (2) the second logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the fourth MVL level.

26. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 25, wherein each decoder is selected from the group comprising:

an AND gate having a first input comprising the first input of the decoder, a second input comprising the second input of the decoder, and an output comprising the output of the decoder;

the AND gate having a first inverter connected in series with the first input of the AND gate;

the AND gate having a second inverter connected in series with the second input of the AND gate; and

the AND gate having the first inverter connected in series with the first input of the AND gate and the second inverter connected in series with the second input of the AND gate.

27. The integrated circuit as recited in claim 25, wherein:

the first MVL level is encoded as the first binary clock signal having the first logic level and the second binary clock signal having the first logic level;

the second MVL level is encoded as the first binary clock signal having the first logic level and the second binary clock signal having the second logic level;

the third MVL level is encoded as the first binary clock signal having the second logic level and the second binary clock signal having the first logic level;

the fourth MVL level is encoded as the first binary clock signal having the second logic level and the second binary clock signal having the second logic level;

the first logic level comprises a logic "0"; and

the second logic level comprises a logic "1".

28. A method for generating a set of binary clock signals comprising the steps of:

generating a multi-valued logic (MVL) clock signal comprising three or more MVL levels;

transmitting the MVL clock signal to three or more MVL selection circuits using a single MVL clock signal distribution network;

receiving the MVL clock signal at each MVL selection circuit, wherein each MVL selection circuit corresponds to a specified MVL level selected from the three or more MVL levels; and

for each MVL selection circuit, outputting a binary clock signal having (a) a first logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified MVL level and a data input receives the first logic level, (b) a second logic level whenever the MVL clock signal is equal to the specified MVL level and the data input receives the second logic level, and (c) a previous logic level of the binary clock signal whenever the MVL clock signal is not equal to the specified MVL level.

29. The method as recited in claim 28, wherein:

the three or more MVL levels comprise a logic "0", a logic "1", and a logic "2"; and

the first logic level comprises a logic "0"; and

the second logic level comprises a logic "1".

30. The method as recited in claim 28, wherein:

the three or more MVL levels comprise a logic "0", a logic "1", a logic "2", and a logic "3";

the first logic level comprises a logic "0"; and

the second logic level comprises a logic "1".

31. The method as recited in claim 28, further comprising one or more sub-circuits connected to each MVL selection circuit.

32. The method as recited in claim 28, wherein each MVL selection circuit comprises a modified literal selection gate connected to a level sensitive latch.

33. The method as recited in claim 28, wherein the MVL clock generator comprises:

a register having a clock input, a reset input, a data input and an output;

an N full adder circuit having a first input that receives the first logic level, a second input connected to the output of the register, an output connected to the data input of the register, and wherein N is greater than or equal to 3; and

wherein: (a) a reset signal sent to the reset input of the register initializes the output of the register to logic "0";

(b) the N full adder circuit increments a logic level stored in the register, (c) the register stores the result of the N full adder circuit, and (d) the output of the register outputs a logic level sequence from logic "0" to logic "N-1".

34. The method as recited in claim 28, wherein:

the MVL clock generator comprises a binary encoded MVL clock generator that generates a binary encoded clock signal corresponding to the three or more MVL levels, wherein the binary encoded clock signal comprises a first binary clock signal having the first logic level or the second logic level, and a second binary clock signal having the first logic level or the second logic level;

the single MVL clock signal distribution network comprises a first binary clock line and a second binary clock line; and

each MVL selection circuit comprises a decoder connected to a level sensitive latch such that: (a) a first input of the decoder is connected to the first binary clock line and a second input of the first decoder is connected to the second binary clock line, and (b) the decoder outputs (1) the first logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals do not correspond to the specified MVL level, (2) the second logic level whenever the first and second binary clock signals correspond to the specified MVL level.

35. The method as recited in claim 34, wherein each decoder is selected from the group comprising:

an AND gate having a first input comprising the first input of the decoder, a second input comprising the second input of the decoder, and an output comprising the output of the decoder;

the AND gate having a first inverter connected in series with the first input of the AND gate;

the AND gate having a second inverter connected in series with the second input of the AND gate; and
the AND gate having the first inverter connected in series with the first input of the AND gate and the second inverter connected in series with the second input of the AND gate.

* * * * *